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Columbia River Walleye fall season is fast approaching and different food is available
for these fish to eat. The bait fish are still coming out from different runs of fish and
offset spawning times. The fish that Columbia Walleye have been chasing around all
summer for food are growing and maybe no longer held up in and around weed beds.
Tey may be moving out into the main river searching out there own food to eat. Other
fish like shad fry are coming back down river making there way to the ocean. these shad
are much smaller due to June. Spawning other fish that have spawned in March and
April have grown up to 4 inches in length by now so matching the plug size to the time
of year can mean success or failure in high catch rates.

Columbia river walleye seem to move to different current seams as the flows in the
river decrease. The bait fish will move as well in or out as the seams move. To get
Columbia walleyes to bite size up your lures like plugs that can be 3.5 inches to 5
inches in lenght.

Using Plugs For Columbia River
Walleye
To properly choose the right plug and depths for your day of fishing and understand
how to use it properly keep reading below. Right now the walleyes can be deep in the
main channel.
To get down this deep using hot lips 3/4 oz plugs trolling upriver in that 24ft to 35ft
deep. when you get upriver switch to bottom bouncer rod and drift back down through
the same hole or move out to deeper water and shorten up your length of line out and
troll downriver.
Remember when downriver trolling with plugs. plugs will dive deeper going downriver
than when trolling upriver.
To avoid getting hung up on the bottom trolling downriver slow way down almost to a
controlled drift and shorten up your length of line from rod to water. Versus when your
trolling upriver to get your plugs to bottom run more line out from rod to water and
speed upriver trolling.
The length of the bill on the plug will determine how deep the plug will run. by
properly choosing a plug will determine how hard you fight keeping it near the bottom.
Hot lips made by luhr jensen come in variety of sizes 1/4oz 1/2oz and 3/4oz are the
most common. The 1/4oz size will run about 12ft deep without over pulling it the 1/2
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oz plug will dive 18ft to 24ft without over pulling it
to get the deeper the 3/4 oz is a 30ft or deeper plug. These depths are based on trolling
upriver. the 3/4oz plug will dive depths of 45ft or deeper by going downriver.
There are also many other ways to troll plugs. you can run bottom bouncer like you
would use on spinner worm harness. tie on 4ft of leader and use a shallow runner stick
bait plug. Sometimes getting creative to keep your gear on the bottom will allow you to
use a variety of different plugs or baits.
Look for more tips and tricks as we post more how to catch walleyes on the columbia
river.
Elmer Hill
Mid Columbia River Guide Service
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Winter in Oregon: Skiing in the mountains, rain at the coast, ducks in the valley,
steealhead in the rivers, and excellent Columbia Walleye Fishing? Yes, the winter
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months can offer good Walleye Fishing on the Columbia River. You might have to
fight a few more elements but the fish are there. You can even pick up Trophy sized
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Walleye if you know where to fish for them. Using the right tackle and mastering the
right techniques are just part of the battle. A real key is to understanding the feeding
patterns of Walleye is the other. Walleye are very sensitive [...]
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Walleye is amazing. Walleye fishing on the Columbia is something every fisherman
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needs to experience. Winter time fishing for Columbia River Trophy Walleye can be
very good and this year is proving to be no different. Because of the lower water
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Columbia River Walleye fall season is fast approaching and different food is available
for these fish to eat. The bait fish are still coming out from different runs of fish and
offset spawning times. The fish that Columbia Walleye have been chasing around all
summer for food are growing and maybe no longer held up in and around weed beds.
Tey may be moving out into the main river searching out there own food to eat. Other
fish like shad fry are coming back down river making there way to the ocean. these shad
are much smaller due to June. [...]
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Its getting close to fall now and the bait fish that Columbia walleye feed on are growing
larger so plug fishing becomes a style of fishing that is easy and productive. Fishing
current seams off the main channels is where the fish are hanging out in depths of 24ft
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to 35ft deep. We have been out all week fishing Columbia river walleyes and caught 16
walleye and 10 small mouth bass fishing plugs. We fished spinner worm harness one
day back to back with a day of fishing plugs and caught 13 walleyes and 8 bass.   So its
been pretty [...]
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The hot weather may be a bit much for the Sturgeon and Salmon but the Walleye are as
active as ever. Drifting through long deep channels seems to be the best bet with bait
and green attractant. Make sure you have a stiff pole to feel the "bumps"; once you get
a feel for it you will be filling your boat with these tasty fish!
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